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Abstract. The grain boundaries, GBs, of corundum Cr2O3 are known to play
an important role in the diffusion of ions within the oxide, which is an important
phenomenon for the corrosion of the stainless steels. The extent of the growth of oxide
layers in stainless steel depends upon which interfaces are preferred within Cr2O3.
Therefore, we have constructed four different grain boundary planes (rhombohedral,
basal, prismatic and pyramidal) and their various associated interface symmetries
known in literature for corundum Al2O3. Their structural, electronic, and energetic
properties are investigated theoretically with periodic calculations using the DFT+U
approach. We find that the prismatic screw GB with a Cr-O plane interface is the
energetically preferred GB with the rhombohedral GB with screw symmetry and Cr
vacancy termination being the second energetically preferred GB. The increase of the
number of in-plane Cr atoms at the interface of prismatic GB enhances the stability
which is also evident in the electronic density of states.
PACS numbers: 61.72.Mm
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1. Introduction
In many applications, the ability of the Cr2O3 thin films to prevent corrosion is used to
improve the corrosion resistance of metallic structures. This includes the inclusion of
Cr into stainless-steels and other metal alloys with the intent of the Cr forming Cr2O3
scale at interfaces with oxygen or water. In particular austenitic alloys (austenitic
stainless steels and nickel-based alloys) are used in the nuclear industry as components
in pressurized water reactors (PWR). On these alloys, the native Cr2O3 films inhibit
the diffusion of ions of the underlying material and oxygen from the environment and
thus preventing oxidation.
Understanding the real mechanisms involved in the growth of protective oxide layer
is an important issue. Based on the identified mechanisms, modeling, and computer
simulation of the growth of oxide layers allow for the long term prediction of the
mechanical and chemical behavior of metallic materials in corrosive environments.
Among the various approaches, atomistic modeling is particularly interesting, providing
access to the effect of the local chemistry and structure of the film, while also allowing for
a fine-tuning of the interplay of the elementary processes involved during oxidation [1].
Such atomistic models need local values of the diffusion coefficient to account for
the local chemical and topological environments. Some attempts have been made to
calculate the diffusion coefficients by ab initio calculations of both Cr2O3 and at the
interfaces in a complex Cr/Cr2O3/Cr(OH)3 system [2]. In all these works the oxide
scale is considered as uniform, while numerous studies have shown the presence of grain
boundaries (GBs) in the oxide affects ion diffusion in the oxide. As is shown by Tsai et
al. [3], Cr and O diffusing through GBs have different diffusion rates compared to bulk
Cr2O3. Therefore to appropriately study diffusion in Cr2O3 GBs must be considered.
It is important to understand the structure of the GB interfaces that exist within
the oxide to study diffusion at GBs using ab initio models. However, there are
relatively few studies of these structures for Cr2O3. Fang et al.[4] have used ab initio
techniques to study temperature dependent energies of a prismatic interface and two
separate Basal interfaces along with the segregation energies of several dopants at these
interfaces. Catlow et al.[5] used empirical potentials to study several twin boundary
conditions. While Cr2O3 grain boundary structures have not been heavily discussed
within ab initio literature, alumina, which also possesses the corundum structure, has
been intensively studied. Specifically, several grain boundary orientations within Al2O3
have been determined within a density functional theory, DFT, approach combined
with experimental results. Marinopoulos et al. have studied the Rhombohedral [6] and
Basal [7] plane GBs with their common symmetries, while Fabris et al. have studied
the Prismatic [8] and Pyramidal [9] plane and symmetries.
In the present study, we have considered various possible twin interfacial structures
at Cr2O3 GBs using 4 GB planes with several associated symmetries for a total of 10
interface systems as determined in Al2O3 literature. We have calculated the structural,
energetic and electronic properties of Cr2O3 GBs and evaluated the relative stabilty for
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the first time.
2. Computational Method
The calculations to investigate the atomic structures and system energies of the grain
boundaries were performed using DFT+U as implemented within the VASP[10, 11]
software package. A spin polarized, GGA-PW91 functional [12], within an augmented
plane wave framework [13] was used with an energy cutoff of 520 eV as optimized for
the bulk properties of Cr2O3 in the present study. Monkhorst-Pack[14] k point grid of
4×4×4 for the bulk Cr2O3 and 4×4×1 for the grain boundaries were used. For Cr, a +U
correction was applied for the strongly localized correlated d electrons based upon the
approach of Dudarev et al. [15] with an effective on-site coulomb interaction parameter
of 5 eV as defined in [16]. Geometry optimizations were performed with the conjugate
gradient algorithm within an energy difference of 10−4 eV.
Following the DFT calculation the interfacial energies for a specific grain boundary
were calculated by
Eint =
(EGB − nEbulk)
2A
. (1)
Here EGB is the total energy of the interface, Ebulk is the energy of a single formula unit
of Cr2O3 in the bulk, n is the number of formula units in the GB, and A is the area
of interface plane in the supercell. Effectively, this compares the GB to an infinitely
large bulk system that is the most stable isomorph of Cr2O3. This reduces the inherent
difficulty of comparing energies between different interfaces by comparing their difference
from the bulk state. The lower the interface energy the more energetically stable the
GB is. By this way, the energetic stability between the various GB can be compared as
was done for Al2O3 systems [6, 7, 8, 9] and prismatic and basal interfaces in Cr2O3 [4].
3. Construction of Grain Boundary Models
Using the planes and symmetries determined within Al2O3 it is possible to sample
realistic planes and symmetries for Cr2O3. As such these structures were constructed
for Cr2O3. It is worth noting that all of the grain boundaries studied are of the form
that the two grains have the same interfacial planes represented as (abcd)||(abcd) where
(abcd) is the interface plane of a given grain.
For each of the systems constructed we took the original bulk corundum structure
and created a mirror grain across a GB interface plane (a list of GBs are in table 1 and
shown in Figure 1) then applied shifts to the new mirrored grain parallel to the interface
plane to create the symmetry groups. Here this was done within supercells with lattice
vectors ~e1, ~e2, and ~e3 as defined for each of the rhombohedral, basal, prismatic and
pyramidal interfaces in table 1. The vectors ~e1 and ~e2 are parallel to the interface plane,
while ~e3 is perpendicular to the interface. The in-plane shifts were applied by pre-
factors T1 and T2 (also in table 1) in the ~e1 and ~e2 directions, while T3 was applied for
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(1012)
-
(0001)
(1014)
(1010)
-
Figure 1. The direction of the grain boundary planes considered in this paper in
relation to the hexagonal conventional bulk cell of Cr2O3. Here red represents O, blue
spin up Cr, and white is spin down Cr (Color Online).
Table 1. Each grain boundary type considered shown with its interface plane and the
miller indices of the vectors used to construct the cell. The symmetries for each grain
boundary type are then given along with the relative shifts in each direction and with
the interfacial energy Eint. The parenthesis represents the surface termination of the
symmetry. V stands for Cr vacancy termination, O stands for O termination, Cr is Cr
termination, and a lack of parenthesis is a Cr-O plane.
Grain Boundary Label ~e1 ~e2 ~e3 Eint (Cr2O3) Eint (Al2O3)
Symmetry T1 T2 T3 (J/m
2) (J/m2)
Rhom. (1012) [101¯1] [1¯21¯0] [5¯052]
Glide(V) rG(V) 0.0 0.5 0.0 1.93 3.34[6]
Glide(O) rG(O) 0.0 0.5 0.125a 1.08 1.35[6]
Screw(V) rS(V) 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.33 0.63[6]
Basal (0001) [1¯010] [12¯10] [0001]
Rotational (Cr) bR(Cr) 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.61 0.73[7]
Mirror (O) bM(O) 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.35 1.99[7]
Glide-Mirror (O)b bG(O) 0.0 0.1¯ 0.0 1.59 2.63[7]
Prismatic (101¯0) [1¯21¯0] [0001] [1010]
Glide prG 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.40 0.49[8]
Screw prS 0.5 0.33¯ 0.0 0.23 0.30[8]
Pyramidal (101¯4) [202¯1¯] [12¯10] [505¯4]
Glide(Cr) pyG(Cr) 0.25 0.5 0.0 1.14 1.88[9]
Glide(O) pyG(O) 0.5 0.5 0.07a 1.14 2.44[9]
aOffset after optimization of the ~e3 direction.
b”Bulk” regions of the system are constrained from shifting.
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Figure 2. The three rhombohedral grain boundary planes: a) Glide (G) with vacancy
termination b) Glide (G) with oxygen termination, and c) Screw (S) with vacancy
termination. Here red represents O, blue spin up Cr, and white is spin down Cr. All
three GBs are viewed along the [1¯21¯0] direction (Color Online).
bR(Cr) bM(O) bG(O)
[0001]
[1010]
-
[1210]
-
a) b) c)
Figure 3. The three basal grain boundary planes: a) Rotational (R) symmetry with Cr
termination, b) Mirror (M) symmetry with O termination, and c) Glide (G) symmetry
with O termination. Here red represents O, blue spin up Cr, and white is spin down
Cr. The rotational GBs is viewed along the [12¯10] direction, while the glide and mirror
GBs are viewed from the [1¯010] direction to show the shift in the vertical arrangement
of Cr atoms between the two GBs as described in the text (Color Online).
alternately terminated interfaces. The mirror symmetry is obtained when T1 = T2 = 0,
while the vector pre-factors for the rotational, glide, and screw symmetries symmetry
vary with surface direction.
Every rectangular cell is constructed to contain two interfaces due to the periodic
symmetry of the cells. It is worth noting that both the [5¯052] and the [505¯4] directions for
the Rhombohedral and Pyramidal directions respectively require more than 20 atomic
planes to be periodic in the bulk system. However, the cell size can be reduced due
to the two sides of the grain boundary having the same angle between ~e3 and a bulk
Cr2O3 lattice vector. All the GB interfaces are illustrated in Figures 2 (rhombohedral),
3 (basal), 4 (prismatic) and 5(pyramidal).
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a) prG b) prS
[1010]
-
[0001]
A
B
C
A
B
C
Figure 4. The two prismatic grain boundary planes: a) Screw (S) symmetry and b)
Glide (G) symmetry. Here red represents O, blue spin up Cr, and white is spin down
Cr. All three GBs are viewed along the [1¯21¯0] direction (Color Online).
a) pyG(Cr) b) pyG(O)
[5054]
-
[2021]
- -
Figure 5. The two pyramidal grain boundary planes: a) Glide (G) symmetry with
Cr termination symmetry and b) Glide (G) symmetry with O termination. Here red
represents O, green represents spin up Cr, and blue is spin down Cr (Color Online).
The major distinction between the Al2O3 GBs and the Cr2O3 GBs is the
consideration of spin at the interface for Cr2O3. Alumina is non-magnetic while chromia
is antiferromagnetic. The most favorable spin orientation in the bulk that accounts for
the chromia antiferromagnetism is with alternating spins within each Cr layer (defined
parallel to the (0001) plane) with the atom with a lower ~z coordinate being spin up and
the atom with a higher ~z coordinate being spin down [16] as shown in Figure 1. The
combination of grain boundaries of different planes through this bulk spin structure can
make predicting the preferred spin state difficult. Therefore, several spin states were
tried for each interface with the most energetically preferred spin state used for grain
boundary.
All the spin states used can be arranged into three groups. The first group is where
the spin structures are aligned as if they were within a continuous bulk structure. Two
examples of this are seen for the prismatic GB with screw symmetry in Figure 4b and
the Cr terminated pyramidal GB with glide symmetry shown in Figure 5a. However,
due to the symmetry of the interfaces, this is often not a reasonable spin configuration.
This leads to the second type of spin state where the spins at the interface are the
inverse of spins expected in the next row of a single grain. This will be referred to as
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the two grains being anti-aligned with each other. The rhombohedral GB with vacancy
terminated screw symmetry is an example of anti-aligned spin states as seen in Figure
2c. The final spin state is shown in Figure 3a, where the basal GB with rotational
symmetry has a horizontally shifted spin state between the two grains that is neither
aligned nor anti-aligned. It can be seen that the spin orientation for the basal GB has
been shifted by one Cr atom in the [1¯010] direction in relation to what would exist for
a spin aligned system like that seen for the prismatic screw GB.
4. Results and Discussion
To aid in the understand of the energy ordering among the various GB planes we first
discuss the structural details, the changes in the electronic density of states, DOS, of all
the GB interfaces of Cr2O3, and compare the energetic stability among them.
4.1. Rhombohedral Grain Boundaries
For the rhombohedral systems the energy ordering of the three symmetry/interfacial
systems can be described based upon an analysis of the bond distances between the Cr-
O bonds, Cr-Cr spacing, and O-O spacing in the first layers from the interface . This is
because all three of the systems considered for the rhombohedral GB (the O terminated
interface with glide symmetry rG(O), the Cr vacancy terminated interface with glide
symmetry rG(V), and the Cr vacancy terminated screw symmetry rS(V)) have anti-
aligned spins at the interface. It causes the magnetic effects to only amplify the energy
ordering resulting from the strained bond distances. Starting with the least energetically
favorable rhombohedral interface, rG(V), two features of the interfacial structure can
be seen that affect the interfacial energy of the system. First, the spacing between O
atoms on either side of the interface is 2.24 A˚, which is ∼ 0.4 A˚ shorter than the smallest
spacing seen in the bulk (2.66 A˚). This is after an expansion of around 2% in the [5¯052]
direction during the optimization demonstrating the strain at this interface. In addition
there is a large number of strained Cr-O bonds (both compressed and stretched) at
the interface with 2/3 of the bonds for each Cr atom at the interface strained by ∼0.1
A˚. This is followed energetically by the rG(O) rhombohedral system, which contains
reasonable O-O separation but has a large strain in the Cr-O bonds in the first couple
of atomic layers of the interface. Each Cr at the interface has 2/3 of its bonds strained
by between 0.1 and 0.2 A˚, which corresponds to a 5-10% strain in the bond. Finally,
the most energetically favorable rhombohedral system is the rS(V) system, which has
a reasonable O - O bond and a lesser strain in the Cr-O interfacial bonds than the
rG(O) system with a single bond (1/6) for each interfacial Cr stretched by 0.1 A˚. This
energy ordering and the corresponding analysis matches with Marinopoulos et al. [6]
who observed the same energy ordering for Al2O3 due to O spacing. They also see
more strained bonding in the rG(V) and rG(O) systems compared to the rS(V). This is
shown within the density of states, DOS, in Figure 6(a)-6(b) where the rG(V) and rG(O)
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(a) rG(V)
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(b) rG(O)
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(c) rS(V)
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(d) bM(O)
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(e) bG(O)
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(f) bR(Cr)
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(g) prS
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(i) pyG(Cr)
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(j) pyG(O)
Figure 6. The density of states, DOS, of the GB interfaces. The Fermi energy is at 0
eV. The black curves correspond to the DOS of the bulk like regions of the interface,
while the red curves are the DOS of the interface regions. Solid lines represent spin up
and dashed lines are spin down. The GB represented here are the a) Rhombohedral
Glide(V) and b) Rhombohedral Glide(O), c) Rhombohedral Screw(V), d) Basal glide
and e) Basal Glide-Mirror, f) Basal Rotational, g) Prismatic Screw, h) Prismatic Glide,
i) Pyramidial Screw, and j) Pyramidial Glide interfaces. Color online. The projected
DOS of the s, p, and d states are not shown to allow for comparison between the bulk
and interface states. However, the deep energy state at around 17.5 eV are dominated
by O s states and the states near the fermi energy are predominately O p and Cr d
states (Cr s states exist in this region as well, but the d states dominate).
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systems both get significant changes in shape of the deep s electrons and create spin
polarized states composed of the p and d orbitals directly below the fermi energy. There
is no major change of the DOS of rS(V) (Figure 6(c)) main over the same energies),
which results in the low energy for the rS(V) GB.
4.2. Basal Grain Boundaries
The basal GB plane is particularly interesting because of the close structural relationship
between the mirror, bM(O), and glide-mirror, bG(O), systems. It is important to
note that the bG(O) system during unconstrained optimization shifted to the bM(O)
symmetry. However, we felt that the bulk portion of each grain would prevent this
shift in physical systems. Therefore, several layers in the ”bulk” of each grain were
constrained to the locations of the idealized symmetrical grain boundary. This resulted
in a gradual shift in atomic position between the two bulk regions with the atoms at
the interface resembling the bM(O) interface as shown in Figure 3b-c. Since the bG(O)
and the bM(O) interfaces are similar, it is the constraint of fixing the bulk regions of
the bG(O) that shifts this system to slightly higher energies. The difference in energy
between the bM(O) interface and the bR(Cr) interface can be explained by the same
structuring as seen by the Al2O3 basal interface [7]. The bulk corundum structure as
shown in Figure 1 has a stacking of cations parallel to the [0001] direction of the form
void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-void (two vertical sets offset by a single step) with a spacing of 2.72 A˚
between Cr sites. However, for the basal GBs this stacking is changed. In the bR(Cr)
interface shown in Figure 3a the two stacks change to one stack being void-Cr(↑)-void
with the other becoming void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-Cr(↓)-void with spacing between Cr of 2.58
A˚ and 2.63 A˚ (between similar spins). For the bM(O) interface shown in Figure 3b the
first stack stays the same i.e. void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-void with Cr spacing of 2.75 A˚, while
the second stack becomes void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-void with Cr spacing of 2.63
A˚, 2.46 A˚, and 2.63 A˚. When the difference between the Cr spacing in each stack is
compared we see that the bond distances are similar except for the addition of the 2.46
A˚ for the bM(O) interface. This addition compression of 0.15 A˚ (effectively doubling
the other distances) is expected to be the cause of the increase in Eint for bM(O) in
comparison to the bR(Cr) even with the two same spin neighbors in the bR(Cr) system.
The DOS of the basal plane GBs for Figure 6(d) - 6(f) supports this analysis with the
bands beneath the fermi energies of the bM(O) and bG(O) systems shifting position
by around an eV while the bR(Cr) system shifts band shape with a slight increase in
energy with the band just below the fermi energy being spin polarized. This large shift
in the band positions with respect to the bR(Cr) corresponds to the higher energy of
the bM(O) and bG(O) systems.
4.3. Prismatic Grain Boundaries
Both prismatic GB planes are terminated in Cr-O planes. For the glide plane interface,
prG, the interface plane is in-between two Cr-O planes parallel to the [0001] direction,
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while for the screw plane interface, prS, the interface is at a Cr-O plane. The biggest
difference between the bulk and either the prG or the prS interfaces is the distribution
of the Cr atoms within the O anion lattice. In the bulk the Cr cations are distributed
in a single plane in the (1010) direction in pairs of the form void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-void with
each plane offset by one place (i.e. the next plane has the distribution of Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-
void-Cr(↑)). The intra-Cr spacing distance for the bulk is 2.959 A˚ with the two Cr offset
slightly in the (0001) direction. For both the prG and the prS GBs, aside from minor
changes in the O positions due to geometry optimization, the interface occurs where
this distribution of Cr atoms has changed as shown in Figure 4. In the prG system the
ABC plane distribution of the Cr atoms at the interface has planes of A=(void-void),
B=(void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-void), and C=(void-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-Cr(↑)-Cr(↓)-void). It is worth
noting that the middle two Cr atoms in both the B and C planes are not shifted in
the (0001) direction. This also increases the number of neighboring in-plane Cr atoms
from 1 (for bulk) to 2 and 3 for the C plane interface cations. Both of these effects are
expected to raise the energy of the interface. The prS interface also has an ABC plane
distribution. However, for prS the values are A = (void-Cr(↑)-void), B = (void-Cr(↑)-
Cr(↓)-Cr(↑)-void), and C = (void). For the B plane the middle Cr atom has 2 in-plane
Cr neighbors, which causes a smaller increase in the interface energy than for the prG
interface. Therefore, the prS interface is the most energetically preferred prismatic twin
grain boundary. This agrees with the Al2O3 prismatic GBs as described by Fabris et
al. [8] The DOS in Figure 6(g) and 6(h) for these two systems show a large deviation
from the bulk regions of each interface with new states generated above both the s and
p/d clusters of states. These are due to the additional Cr neighbors due to the modified
stacking order.
4.4. Pyramidal Grain Boundaries
Like the other GB planes the pyramidal GB planes were selected from those considered
in the Al2O3 literature [9]. This resulted in two glide symmetry systems, one with Cr
termination, pyG(Cr), and one with O termination, pyG(O). However, when these two
structures were constructed for Cr2O3 the pyG(O) system shifted the first atomic layers
upon optimization to become the pyG(Cr) interface. It can therefore be concluded that
unlike the Al2O3 structure pyG(O) is not stable in Cr2O3. During the optimization
of the pyG(O) system a quasi-stable system arose that resembled the Al2O3 pyG(O)
system. This Cr2O3 system has a spacing of 2.51 A˚ between interfacial Cr, compared to
the 2.72 A˚ in bulk, and an inter-O spacing of 2.02 A˚ compared to the 2.66 A˚ minimum
distance between O atoms in the bulk. These highly strained inter-Cr and inter-O
spacing is the cause of the pyG(O) interface shifting to the pyG(Cr) interface. However,
this is not strongly portrayed in the DOS as shown in Figure 6(i) and 6(j) where the
DOS do not significantly change in relation to the bulk structures.
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4.5. Energy Ordering of Grain Boundaries
Using 1 to calculate the interfacial energy allows for comparison among the interfaces.
Particularly, it allows for the comparison of the energies of the surface bonding and
interface splitting that would be major determining factors in which interfaces exist
at grain boundaries. As can be seen in table 1 the six most energetically favorable
interfaces are the prS < rS(V) < prG < bR(Cr) < rG(O) < pyG(Cr). This is consistent
with the calculations of Fang et al. [4], which has the prismatic interface energy being
at lower energy than either the Cr or O terminated basal interfaces. For the Cr2O3 GBs
two of the first three most favorable systems are the prismatic symmetries considered
because the O lattice is effectively unchanged for the prismatic systems and only the
Cr ion stacking (in the [101¯0] direction) is changed as discussed above. This effectively
changes the bonding structure of the Cr without changing the O lattice. Conversely, the
rhombohedral system, which is the second most favorable system, is characterized by
moderate strain at the interface demonstrated by the single strained Cr-O bond for the
interfacial Cr and the O, which does not significantly modify the DOS. This results in
an energetically stable structure between the two prismatic systems. The energetically
favorable basal plane system follows the prismatic and rhombohedral interfaces because
the rotational symmetry system combines the strained interface with a Cr ordering
change (this time in the [0001] direction). Finally, the single stable pyramidal plane
interface is of the highest energy of the four planes considered because of the high
number of strained atomic planes as discussed above with both the Cr-Cr interfacial
plane distance and the O-O interfacial planes distance compressed between 0.2 A˚ and
0.4 A˚.
5. Conclusion
In conclusion, we have studied twin grain boundaries with multiple symmetries for
each of the rhombohedral, basal, prismatic, and pyramidal planes based upon the
structures from the literature for Al2O3, which has the same corundum structure
followed by a DOS analysis. From this we see that the prismatic screw with a Cr-O plane
interface is energetically the most preferred system. The rhombohedral screw symmetry
interface with vacancy termination, the prismatic glide symmetry interface and the basal
rotational symmetry interface being the second, third and fourth energetically preferred
systems respectively, with a range of ∼0.4 J/m2 among them. The remaining interfaces
then start with at least this much higher energy than the basal rotational system. This
suggests that other systems are significantly less likely than these four preferred systems,
which therefore means that these four interfaces will be the most common twin grain
boundaries found in poly-crystalline Cr2O3. Further the DOS reveal that the prismatic
systems have higher polarized defect states than the rhombohedral screw interface.
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